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Quick tips:


You will be given 1 mark for each correctly written Format (F) and Content (C).



Usually the full mark you can get for Format (F) for articles is 2.



Make sure you identify the format from the question before you begin writing. Read the
question carefully.



Before you begin writing, count the points given to you. Always make sure there are 13
points because you will be given 13 marks for content and not less.



It is very tempting to write long in this section as the points are given. Do not write too
long! There is no word limit for this section so, do not get carried away.



Don’t write a paragraph to elaborate only 1 point. Cluster the points given according to
their relevance. You can use up until 3-4 points in a paragraph.



Use variety types of sentences; remember to use simple, compound and complex
sentences!



Always plan before you write. It makes a lot of difference.
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FORMAT FOR ARTICLE

F2 – Written

WAYS TO EXCEL IN ENGLISH

F1 – Title in

Written by: Nurul Hayat Yahya

capital letters

by: Your full

and underlined.

name.

______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

End your

In this article, you will learn some ways to improve your English.

introduction
paragraph

Firstly, the best way to excel in English is to immerse

Begin every

with a clear

yourself with English materials. __________________________

paragraph with

thesis

____________________________________________________

a clear topic

statement.

____________________________________________________

sentence.

____________________________________________________

Use

Thus, you will not only get familiar with the language but also

End every

pick up some of the words and phrases you have never used

paragraph by

before.

making a short
Other than that, always think in English. ____________

transitional

____________________________________________________

words when

____________________________________________________

you introduce

____________________________________________________

conclusion of
your points.

a new point.
Next, it is a good idea if you can find an English speaking
friend. _______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Use a

In conclusion, to excel in English, engage yourself in as

Restate your

concluding

many English materials as you can, always try to think in English

main points but

phrase to

and you can also find an English speaking friend. It is absolutely

try to reword

begin your

possible to excel in English if you have the motivation it takes to

them.

conclusion

do what have been suggested in this article.
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WRITING HOOKS (ENVIRONMENT)
You may begin your essay with one of these hooks to grab the attention of your readers.
Have you ever dreamt of a world without pollution?

INTERESTING
QUESTIONS

Have you ever wondered how many plastic bags are used by a
person in his entire lifetime?
Have you ever imagined a world where everyone stopped
using plastic bags?
How do you see the world in 10 years from now?
“It is our collective and individual responsibility to preserve
and tend to the world in which we all live.” – Dalai Lama
“We won’t have a society if we destroy the environment.” –
Margaret Mead

FAMOUS QUOTES

“Try to leave the Earth a better place than when you arrive.” –
Sidney Sheldon
“The environmental crisis is a global problem, and only global
action will resolve it.”
“When we heal the earth, we heal ourselves.”
80 trillion aluminum cans are used by human every year.
Recycling 1 aluminum can can save enough energy to run our
TVs for at least 3 hours.

INTERESTING FACTS
When you throw plastic bags and other plastic materials in the
ocean, it kills as many as 1 million sea creatures every year.
27,000 trees are cut each day to make toilet papers.
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SOME TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

To introduce an idea

First,…
Firstly,…
To begin with,…
One of the ways we can […] is by …ing …
The first way we can […] is by …ing ….

To add information

Secondly,…
Thirdly,…
Next,…
In addition,…
Additionally,…
Besides,…
Beside that,…
Furthermore,…
Moreover,…
Apart from that,…
Other than that,…
Equally important,…

To show contradiction

But,…
However,…
On the contrary,…
Conversely,…
On the other hand,…
Nevertheless,…

To make small conclusion
(at every end of paragraph)

So,…
Therefore,…
Hence,…
Thus,…
To conclude,…
In conclusion,…
As a conclusion,…
Finally, it may be concluded that …

To make conclusion

To summarise,…
In summary,…
To sum up,…
All in all,…
Ultimately,…
On the whole,…
By and large,…
4

SAMPLE QUESTION
Section A: Directed Writing
[35 marks]
[Time suggested: 45 minutes]
We cannot undo the harm that has already been done to our environment, but we can prevent the
Earth from further degradation.
As the president of the Nature Club in your school, you have been asked to write an article for
your school bulletin on actions that can be taken to save the environment. Using the information
below, write your article.

SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
DO’S

DON’TS

At home

-

turn off electrical appliances
[give your own idea]

-

burn rubbish
[give your own idea]

At school

-

plant trees
[give your own idea]

-

litter everywhere
[give your own idea]

On the road

-

carpool
[give your own idea]

-

idle

-

bring your own shopping
bags

-

buy animal-tested products

When shopping

When writing your article, you must:





give your article a title
include the name of the author
use all the points given
give your own ideas when needed
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CRITERIA FOR MARKING LANGUAGE
Question 1: Directed Writing
A
19 – 20
Excellent

B
16 – 18
Good

C
13 – 15
Satisfactory

D
10 – 12
Fair

E
7–9
Unsatisfactory

U (i)
4–6
Poor








Language is accurate except for first draft slips
No grammatical mistakes
Effective use of varied sentence structures
Vocabulary is sophisticated and precise
Spelling and punctuation are accurate and helpful
Paragraphs have unity and are well-linked








Language is almost always accurate
Sentence structure is varied and interesting
Wide vocabulary
Spelling and punctuation are accurate
Paragraphs have unity
Appropriate tone and style























Language is largely accurate
Simple structures are used without errors
Errors occur in complex sentences
Vocabulary is adequate
Spelling and punctuation are generally accurate
Written in paragraphs but ideas may not be linked
Appropriate tone and style
Language is sufficiently accurate
Patches of clarity when simple structures are used
Some variety in sentence structure
Adequate vocabulary but lacks precision
Spelling of simple words and punctuation are generally accurate
Paragraphs have some unity
Tone and style are sometimes appropriate
Meaning is never in doubt
Errors are sufficiently frequent and serious
Some simple structures may be accurate
Vocabulary is limited and simple but not precise
Spelling errors in difficult words
Paragraphs lack planning
Tone and style inappropriate








Meaning is fairly clear
Many serious errors – mainly SWE (single word error)
A few simple structures are used correctly
Errors in spelling of simple words
Paragraphs may not be used
Tone and style hidden in density of errors
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U (ii)
2–3

U (iii)
0–1




Meaning is blurred
Multiple word error (MWE)




Almost unrecognizable as pieces of English
Whole sections may make no sense.
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ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY
Argumentative essay aims to persuade our readers to accept our opinion in a given topic.
There are two types of argumentative essays:
1

When you either agree or disagree completely with the topic.

2

When you are expected to present both sides, state the pros and cons of the topic before
finally stating your own stand.

This type of writing requires you to be critical, to give mature opinions and present facts to
validate your opinions.

ANALYSIS OF PAST YEAR’S ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY QUESTIONS
2013

Is tuition necessary?

2014

There is a lack of freedom given to teenagers today. Do you agree?

2015

Social networking has caused a lot of problems. Do you agree?

2016

2017

Some people believe that all students in Malaysia should learn at least
three languages.
What do you think?
The Malaysian tradition of having open houses is important and should be
practiced more.
Do you agree? Give reasons to support your view.

1

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
PLANNING
1. Ask yourself if you have sufficient knowledge on the topic you are going to write. If you
do not, do not attempt the question.
2. List down your opinion to and against the topic. For example, given the topic, social
networking has caused a lot of problems. Do you agree? (SPM 2015).
Agree completely. Why?

Disagree completely. Why?

Idolising extravagant lifestyle

Reaching out friends and family

Causes depression

Faster communication

Cyber bullying

Independent learning

Damaging family ties

3. Make sure you have at least 3 – 4 points to elaborate whether you agree or disagree.
Choose the side where you have more points.
WRITING AN INTRODUCTION
1. Before writing the introduction, make sure you know which side you are choosing.
2. Think of something interesting to start your essay with. It can be in the form of questions,
startling facts, or even a short recount of your personal experience. This is called
‘HOOKS’.
Some examples of writing hooks:


RHETORICAL
QUESTIONS





Do you know anyone without a Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram account?
When was the last time you logged into your social media
account?
How many friends do you have in real life compared to your
friends in social media?
Are you the type who posts everything picture-worthy in
Instagram?
Do you know any people who take every picture of their
food and post it in Instagram?
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STARTLING
FACTS/
INTERESTING
GENERAL
STATEMENTS

By 2021, it is estimated there will be up to 2.77 billion users
of social network across the globe.
23% of Facebook users check their account at least 5 times a
day.
It is more common that teenagers nowadays keep in touch
with their grandparents through Facebook than telephones.
It is not uncommon nowadays for a 60-year-old grandfather
to have lesser number of friends than his 15-year-old
grandchild in Facebook.
This morning, I checked my Instagram account and received
no new notification. I realised I did not post anything before
I went to sleep last night so, I immediately posted a picture
from last week to get some likes from my friends.
I know a person who makes it a point to capture the photos
of his food every time we go eating out. He has an
impressive collection of the restaurants he visited in his
Instagram and one time he got 500 likes for a picture of a
mango cheesecake he did not finish.
I had a housemate who stopped talking with me because one
day, I posted an annoyed emoji as my Facebook status. She
thought I was annoyed with her for not doing the dishes that
morning.






PERSONAL
RECOUNT
Tips:
Be observant to
little things.





INTRODUCTION IN SHORT

HOOK

+

GENERAL
STATEMENTS

Choose whether you want
to start your essay with





rhetorical
questions
facts or
interesting
statements or
personal recount

Of late, it is not
uncommon that …
However,
In recent years, it is
common that … but …
Nowadays, most people
think it is …. Nevertheless,
It is of popular opinion
that … On the contrary,
A lot of people think that
… However,3 …

+

THESIS
STATEMENT

That being said, I
agree/disagree that …
and here are the reasons
why.
Therefore, I would
agree/disagree that …
because of some reasons.
In this essay, I would state
the reasons why I
agree/disagree with the
statement.

WRITING BODY PARAGRAPHS
1. Try forming a topic sentence for each point. Remember, a topic sentence is a complete sentence.
So it should contain at least a subject and a predicate.
For example:

(Subject)
(Predicate)
Topic sentence 1: The users of social networking often idolise extravagant lifestyle.
Topic sentence 2: Social networking causes the users to be depressed.
Topic sentence 3: __________________________ increases the cases of cyber bullying.
Topic sentence 4: _______________________________________________________________

2. Do not write long-winded topic sentences. They should be short and precise. If you have a lot of
idea, write them as the supporting details.
3. For every topic sentence, write 3 – 4 supporting details.
4. Supporting details are the elaboration of your topic sentence. To help you think of a good
supporting detail, for every sentence that you write, ask yourself, “Why?” and “So what?”

For example:

Topic sentence 1: The users of social networking often idolise extravagant lifestyle.
Supporting details
1) (Why?) The users of social media will display everything picture-worthy in the social media.
2) (So what?) Most of the time, these people will showcase travelling overseas, eating in
expensive restaurants and their lavish valuables.
3) (So what?) This will invoke the feeling of admiration among their followers to the type of
lifestyle they are living.
4) (So what?) As a result, their followers will idolise their extravagant lifestyle and they will do
anything to live like their idols even though they can barely afford it.
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5. Finally, end every body paragraph with a mini conclusion. Your mini conclusion should explain
why you think your topic sentence is good/bad. You can write about a popular opposing opinion
versus your opinion.
For example:
Mini conclusion
Even though for some people it can be motivating, in my opinion, idolising extravagant lifestyle
will only lead to a materialistic society that only cares about wealth.

This starter can be used to help you exercise giving opposing opinion for your mini conclusion.
Opposing opinion

My opinion

Many people feel that …,

but I think,…

Although some people believe …,

in my opinion, …

I used to think that …,

yet,…

Even though some people think that …,

I still believe…

Although for some people …,

in my opinion,…

BODY PARAGRAPH IN SHORT

TOPIC SENTENCE

SUPPORTING DETAILS
-

WHY?
SO WHAT?

MINI CONCLUSION
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WRITING A CONCLUSION
1. You can use these starters to start your conclusion.





In conclusion, it is safe to say that …
To conclude, it is clear that …
In summary, it is obvious that …
To sum up, it cannot be denied that …

2. Give some advice on how things can be improve in the future or how the negative impacts can be
reduced.
 Therefore, we should not be influenced by …
 Thus, we should always be careful and wise in …
 So, we have to be critical in choosing the content we feed ourselves with so that …
 All and all, it is up to us to judge whether something is good or bad for us. It is important
to be wise in order not to be easily influenced by …

PRACTICE
Choose ONE from these topics and write an argumentative essay on the outline provided for you. 
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

‘The media is an educational tool’. Discuss.
Do you think that schoolchildren should not be allowed to bring mobile phones to school?
‘Money is the root of all evil.’ Do you agree?
Teachers should not assign homework to students. Do you agree?
Batman is better than Superman. What is your opinion?
Secondary school students should be allowed to drive to school. Do you agree?
Cigarette should be banned in the country altogether. Do you agree?
Is having a lot of friends better than having only a few?
Women make better teachers. Do you agree?
People nowadays are materialistic. What is your opinion?
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TOPIC : _____________________________________________________________________________
YOUR OPINION (CIRCLE ONE)
: AGREE – DISAGREE – PARTIALLY AGREE – PARTIALLY DISAGREE
HOOK

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL
STATEMENTS
THESIS
STATEMENT

TOPIC
SENTENCE 1
1)
2)
BODY 1

SUPPORTING
DETAILS

3)
4)

MINI
CONCLUSION
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TOPIC
SENTENCE 2
1)
2)
BODY 2

SUPPORTING
DETAILS

3)
4)

MINI
CONCLUSION

TOPIC
SENTENCE 3
1)
2)
BODY 3

SUPPORTING
DETAILS

3)
4)

MINI
CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION
STARTER
CONCLUSION

ADVICE ON
ACTIONS IN
THE FUTURE
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SHORT TEXTS AND GRAPHIC MATERIALS

PETALING JAYA: Malaysian women are getting breast
cancer at a younger age than women in the West. Health
authorities believe that pollution, smoking, alcohol, a
sedentary lifestyle and food are contributing to the sharp
rise in such cases. Many women also succumb to the
disease because they do not seek early treatment. Some
women only turned up at the hospital at the last stage of
their illness after trying traditional medicine.

1.

According to the news article, which of the following factors does not contribute to
cancer in women?
A

Diet

B

Smoking

C

Sedentary lifestyle

D

Traditional medicine

TAIPING: The body of a man was found in a blanket
in some bushes near Taman Sentosa here yesterday.
The unidentified man had three stab wounds on his
chest and abdomen, while his face was wrapped in a
plastic bag.
2.

From the report, we can conclude that the victim was … to death.
A

stabbed

B

bashed

C

shot

D

hit
1

Question 3 and 4 are based on the following excerpt:

After a long day at work, I flagged down a taxi to take me home. The
driver enquired, “Where to, teacher?” Surprised with the fact that he had
recognised me as a teacher, even though I wasn’t carrying the usual pile of
textbooks under my arm, I leaned back and thought, “I must have a
distinctive air, an aura or a special intellectual touch.”
“How did you know I’m a teacher?” I asked.
“You are covered in chalk,” was his reply.

3.

4.

The expression flagged down means
A

to signal the driver

B

to wave at the driver

C

to use a flag to stop the driver

D

to stop a vehicle by waving at the driver

The taxi driver knew that the writer was a teacher from the
A

way he spoke

B

way he was dressed

C

chalk marks on his clothes

D

pile of books he had with him

2

Children with dyspraxia have difficulties
in planning and carrying out complex,
sequenced actions. Clumsiness is the most
distinctive feature of this condition,
resulting in difficulties with catching a ball
or doing up buttons.

5.

According to the excerpt, children with dyspraxia
A

enjoy catching balls

B

can do up their buttons easily

C

prefer doing sequenced actions

D

cannot perform complex actions

Question 6 and 7 are based on the following excerpt.

Greasy French fries, salted potato chips, oily prawn
crackers – these junk food items have such a bad
reputation that they usually cannot be consumed without
an ample serving of guilt. Now, these guilt-laden
pleasures are being cast in an even more lethal light due
to mounting evidence which could link fried food to
cancer.
6.

According to the above excerpt, eating fried food is dangerous because you could
A

feel guilty

B

get cancer

C

become fat

D

get a bad reputation
3

7.

What does the word lethal in the excerpt mean?
A

Guilty

B

Deadly

C

Painful

D

Important

Among the surprising findings of the past decade is that
weight training can reverse some effects of ageing. It
increases strength, helps restore bone density and
diminishes knee pain from arthritis.

8.

According to the excerpt, what is the ‘surprising finding’ about weight training?
A

It increases bone density.

B

It slows down ageing and its effects.

C

It can heal arthritis and knee pain.

D

It gives extra strength to the aged only.

How do you usually cut your food
costs?

I don’t use a trolley while shopping. I
use a basket instead. Using a basket
will limit my impulse to buy more.
Carrying the weight of the groceries
around makes me reduce my browsing
time, hence I make fewer purchases.

Reporter

Mrs. Lim
(a housewife)
4

9.

Mrs Lim prefers to use a basket rather than a trolley because
A

carrying a basket makes her buy less

B

carrying a basket costs less than using a trolley

C

a trolley requires more than one hand to push it

D

a trolley makes her stop more often to talk to her friends

Dear Editor,
I write to express my concern over the attitude of
parents towards their children’s safety while driving.
Many of us have seen young children jumping around
in cars while their parents drive. Some parents drive
with their children on their laps. I urge all road users
to enforce the use of safety belts and set a good
example for children.
Concerned Mother

10.

Concerned Mother is mainly complaining about
A

children riding in cars

B

children jumping around in cars

C

parents and children not wearing seat belts

D

parents setting a good example for road users

5

Dear Anna,
News of your engagement to Sam is
spreading like wildfire in the office.
Everybody knows about it now!
Congratulations!
-

11.

Ryan

The note tells us that the news of Anna’s engagement was spreading …
A

very fast

B

rather slowly

C

very excitedly

D

through a fire

When we moved into the new apartment, we
had nothing with us – no furniture, television,
not even a stove. We had to start from
scratch. Luckily, our parents came to our
rescue and gave us some cash.

12.

The expression start from scratch means
A

start over

B

start scratching

C

start with nothing

D

start working hard
6

SURVEY ON TYPES OF CHILD ABUSE (2018)
TYPES OF ABUSE

13.

MALE

FEMALE

TOTAL

Abandonment

19

18

37

Neglect

72

64

136

Physical

62

76

138

Sexual

20

119

139

Emotional

7

13

20

Others

40

31

71

Total

220

321

541

Based on the survey above, which form of abuse did most female children suffer from?
A

Physical

B

Neglect

C

Sexual

D

Others

7

Popularity of Games among Students in
SMKA Kerian
50

45

45

(Percentage %)

40
35
30

27

25

25
20
15

10

10

3

5
0
Archery

14.

Football

Equestrian

Swimming Badminton

Based on the graph above, which of the following statement is incorrect?
A

Swimming is not as popular as equestrian.

B

More than half of the students prefer football.

C

Badminton is almost as popular as archery.

D

Swimming is half as popular as equestrian.

8

SLOW DOWN!
15.

16.

Which of the following best explains the above sign?
A

Rest area

B

Disabled resting

C

Disabled crossing

D

Wheelchairs available here

The above sign means that you can
A

exchange babies here

B

change your clothes here

C

change infants’ diapers here

D

use the facilities for your own needs

9

THE ROAD YOU ARE ON IS FOR
AIRPORT USERS.
PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY.

17.

18.

The sign above shows that Malaysian Airports is
A

warning all motorists to drive carefully.

B

informing all motorists that they cannot use the road.

C

concerned for the safety and well-being of airport users.

D

reminding all motorists that the road is only for airport users.

These are the signs you see outside a bookstore. From the signs, you know you are
allowed to
A

smoke in the store

B

bring food and drink inside the store

C

use your mobile phone

D

bring in your shopping bags

10

19.

Which of the following statements is true about the advertisement above?

A

Only beginners are allowed to enroll for the dancing lessons.

B

Only members of the Fitness Club can enroll for the lessons.

C

The dancing lessons are not very expensive.

D

The fees are expensive

11

20.

According to the advertisement, which of the following is not required for the post of
Sales Engineer?

A

A degree in Electronics Engineering

B

Ability to work independently

C

Must be willing to work shifts

D

At least 2 years working experience

12

21.

The above advertisement shows that

A

children’s books are offered at half price.

B

English books are value buys at 15% discount.

C

some revision books are sold at more than half price.

D

you only have to pay 70% of the original price for a CD.

13

ANSWERS FOR SHORT TEXTS AND GRAPHIC MATERIALS
1. D
2. A
3. D
4. C
5. C
6. B
7. B
8. B
9. A
10. B
11. A
12. C
13. C
14. C
15. C
16. C
17. D
18. D
19. C
20. C
21. C

14

RATIONAL CLOZE
SET 1
Students are relying increasingly on the Internet for research. They are able to _____9_____
information at a faster pace in the comfort of
10
homes. They can read and sift through
the information gathered. With this facility, there ____11____ a temptation to copy or plagiarise
other people’s work on the websites available.
To catch these
12
, some universities in the United Kingdom have
_13_______
academic misconduct panels comprising officers who
14
academic fraud. They are
able to flush out acts of academic dishonesty by installing detection software to check the
originality of students’ work. Students have to be educated on plagiarism and its
15
.
They should also learn citation skills and referencing. Universities should be firm on this issue.
Students who are found guilty of plagiarism should be suspended or expelled.

9

A
B
C
D

meet
muster
gather
congregate

10

A
B
C
D

his
her
our
their

11

A
B
C
D

is
are
was
were

12

A
B
C
D

culprits
criminals
delinquents
representatives

13

A
B
C
D

set in
set up
set on
set at

14

A
B
C
D

look up
look in
look into
look over

15

A
B
C
D

issues
results
conclusions
consequences

1

SET 2
The multitudes of mobile phones have shown us that technology is limitless and dynamic. Every
other person seems to _____9______ a mobile phone because it has become a necessity rather
than a luxury. Both the young and the old use mobile phones
10_____ and with ease.
Sometimes the older people face problems ____11____ handling mobile phones but they too
seem to have adjusted quite well. The younger generation go for the more sophisticated mobile
phone models while the older generation tend to prefer the simple and ____12____ ones.
Perhaps the young are ____13____ tech-savvy and enjoy using all the possible camera,
Bluetooth and Internet applications. Sometimes, the young just want to be fashionable. The older
folks ____14____ things which are simple and economical compared to sophisticated and costly
gadgets. These mobile phones may seem lacking, with fewer features and less sophistication, but
they come ____15____ a lower price tag. Besides, the simpler models have an added advantage
in that they are usually not attractive to thieves.

9

A
B
C
D

have
own
buy
get

10

A
B
C
D

free
freed
freely
freeing

11

A
B
C
D

at
in
over
during

12

A
B
C
D

baseline
baseless
basic
base

13

A
B
C
D

less
most
more
many

14

A
B
C
D

prefer
preferring
preference
preferences

15

A
B
C
D

by
on
for
with

2

SET 3
Diabetes is a disease in which the body produces too little or ineffective insulin. Insulin is a
hormone that is ____9_____ in the pancreas. It helps the glucose in your blood to enter the cells
of your body so that it can be ____10_____ growth and energy. However, for people with
diabetes, glucose cannot get into ____11_____ cells as the pancreas does not make enough
insulin. In some cases, cells are not able to use the insulin that is ____12_____ to convert
glucose into energy. Thus, glucose that is not used up collects in the blood.
There are two types of diabetes – type 1 and type 2. Type 1 diabetes (also known as insulindependent diabetes mellitus) usually ____13_____ younger people compared to type 2 diabetes.
Genetics plays a part in the transmission of this disorder. It ___14____ when the body’s immune
system destroys insulin-producing cells in the pancreas. Type 1 diabetes sufferers need daily
insulin injections to cope with the disease. It usually accounts for 5% to 10% of all the diagnosed
cases of diabetes. Type 2 diabetes (also known as non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus)
accounts for 90% to 95% of all diabetes cases. ___ 15____ usually strikes older people, the
obese, and those with a family history of diabetes.
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A
B
C
D

produce
produces
produced
producing
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A
B
C
D

used in
used by
used for
used with
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A
B
C
D

its
his
her
their
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A
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produce
produced
producing
produces
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A
B
C
D

effects
affects
affected
affecting
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A
B
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develops
developed
developing
is developing
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It’s
Its
It
They
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ANSWERS FOR RATIONAL CLOZE EXERCISES

SET 1

SET 2

SET 3

9. C
10. D
11. A
12. A
13. B
14. C
15. D

9. B
10. C
11. B
12. C
13. C
14. A
15. D

9. C
10. C
11. D
12. B
13. B
14. A
15. C
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